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There's life ...
there's lift ...
in ice-cold Coke
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Well, here we are face to face with a new year,

material which could be criticized, all the earth-

a new semester, and incidentally, a "New Frontier."

shaking events occuring today, this indifference is

On this cheerful note (for some of us), we of ROOK

somewhat incomprehensible, if not incredible. But

invite you to join us while we chew a little more

please don't let us arouse you from your sleep or

fat, make a few more jokes, and poke more innocent

disturb your coffee-break.

fun.
Perhaps many students feel that their views or
May we also take this opportunity to thank you
for your tremendous support. The ROOK mail box
was simply brimming over with your enthusiastic
responses. To cite one shining example, the short
story contest advertised in the previous issue
brought a magnanimous response of four stories.
Need we say more?

literary creations are not worthy of publication. This
is certainly not the case (in most instances) or the
university would not have deemed it worth its while
to sponsor a literary magazine. However, if this is
the case, we hope that you will gamble and give
yourself a chance. You might be pleasantly surprised at your own talent. Frankly though, we do

At this point, it is perhaps evident to some of

not think the feeling of inadequacy in writing is the

you that ROOK is concerned with the apathy which

primary reason for the feeble response. On the con-

the student body, as a whole, has exhibited toward

trary, it appears that the majority of students are

this publication. Without driving this point into the

simply not particularly interested or are afraid of

ground, may we remind you that the quality of a

mental strain. If this is so, we only hope that we

school literary magazine naturally serves as a baro-

have succeeded in stirring some of you out of your

meter of school spirit. It almost appears that this

lethargy into action, for we, like you, would like to

opportunity for self-expression is not desirable to

be proud of what we consider a valuable school

many of the students at U. C. However, with all the

project and incidently a lot of fun.
M. K.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear haitor:

The first issue of Rook proved beyond a doubt
the incompetent nature of both the editor and his
"editorial staff." The not-so-guarded efforts by the
editor to discredit the Accent, the only literary publication of any merit to be published at U. C. in the
last five years, proves his lack of taste already evidenced by his attack on the fresh, original style of
Jack Keruoac. Mr. Rollinson's own wordy and rather
ponderous writing style makes it easy for one to see
his lack of appreciation for anything less incomprehensible than the obtuseness of Henry James.
While Mr. Rollinson perhaps intended to show his
"God-given" gift of intellectual superiority (which
he does so admirably in his every-day contact with
students), we think he instead illustrated beautifully his own taste and that of the faculty which so
graciously inflicted his "budding genius" upon the
glowering proletariat.

How SHouLA
Krittl.) WHICH
CIGAR E TTE MO ST
DOCTORS PRS ER?
oN LY AN AcToR.
THEN DREsSEt.
FOR THE
COMMERCIAL.

Mary

You, as you well described it, a member of the
gross common proletariat, should keep your position in mind and not attempt such futile essays into
things obviously far beyond your scope.
Dear Editor:
Have you ever seen a snake cross the grass?
If not, then come and see our marching band perform. Or maybe I shouldn't criticize the band but
its director, the Honorable Mr. Rushworth. I might
also add that if the music department were to give
a few music scholarships to the dormant talent
lying around, say for $5 or some such sum, instead
of the numerous scholarships given to our men of
tomorrow, those football hunks, we might have an
almost passable band. With such improvements, a
person might be able to walk past the old commons
without earplugs.

V

We plead the Fifth Amendment on this issue. You
might talk to Mr. Rushworth about this matter.
JAsi

Incidentally, there seems to be firing on both
sides of the line. For instance, one of our pert little
majorettes responded quite vehemently to our
"square cartoon." Infact, she thought we were quite
square. Along with this response she enclosed some
sweet little nothings, which are rather unfit for publication.

"I dressed so fast this morning that
What are you staring at 7"
I

(Continued On Next Page)
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
(Continued From Page 2)
Dear Editor:
I just wanted to voice a complaint about our
bookstore. Just last week, I bought a paperback
book for a political science class in British government. I checked on the price, and it costs $1.75; but
the bookstore price was $3.00, almost 100 per cent
profit. I know that all U. C. students, like myself, are
fed up with this kind of robbery. After all, we pay
enough just for the privilege (?) of attending this
institution.
Janice Freeman

*

*

3-01-1M,

N RT
Do Es -B APT !ST "

MEAN?

*

Dear Miss Freeman:
We agree entirely with your sentiments. As
an answer to this flagrant problem, the staff of Rook
would be more than willing to start another bookstore, with just a small investment of, say a couple
of thousand dollars. See what you can do about
raising the money.
Dear Editor:
You're a jerk. Last issue I gave you a lot of
grate material, and you didn't put none of it in
your damn book of Rook (ha! see, alliteration—I've
really got it). I bet the students wouldn't appreciate
the works of art you've been withholding from their
view.
Wise up and recognize real grateness.
Anonimous

*

*

*

Obviously, "animous," your great literary talents
are well exhibited in your charming letter.
Dear Editor:
Did Kruschev really read the Rook?

*

l,

*

Why not? It's what he would call decadent capitalistic propaganda.
Dear Editor:
We hope you haven't gotten your hepatitis
shots.
Concerned

*

*

*

Sorry to disappoint you, Concerned, but we have.
"SAY LADY DO YOU MIND REMOVING YOUR
The Faculty judges were unable to award a
winner in the short story contest.

UMBRELLA FROM MY MOUTH."

(3)

UH. . . LET ME SEE, I'LL TAKE IT BY THE
PROCESS OF ELIMINATION, IT'S NOT A
SPARROW AND IT'S NOT A. . . .

(4)

monetary value ("Some of my best friends are poor
people").

REFLECTIONS ON A NEW YEAR'S EVE
Abe Levy

Their idea of human values consists mainly of
During the past two weeks, or to be exact on

the ability to dance well and neck passionately. The

New Year's Eve, I became disgusted with my fellow

sign "Unfit for human habitation" on the side of a

youth.

building means they shouldn't go inside. They don't
know any people who don't take baths and who

I made the mistake of letting a "good friend"

aren't familiar with indoor bathrooms. They have

talk me into a blind date on this evening. As this

never once worked hard enough to taste the sweat

friend had predicted, my date turned out to be fairly

of their brow as it ran down their cheek. They never

cute. After all, I don't imagine myself to be any bar-

talk to strangers and parents.

gain.
As a matter of fact, they never really talk with
anyone. Conversation or discussion of serious sub-

That, however, was about as far as it went. She
was as shallow as can possibly be imagined. Never-

jects is a lost art. The teen-age conversationlist

theless, I decided to make the most of the evening

rarely gets as far as such deep subjects as "Does

and had a lot of fun.

your English professor make you analyze short
stories, too?"

When I arrived home, it was a little after three.
The dizziness was beginning to wear off, so I stayed

They smoke, drink, curse, argue with relatives,

awake for some time after I went to bed. . .

hate their little brothers and sisters, want to vote

. . . The naivete of most of my generation
ceased to amaze me after I had thought about it
awhile. From the time they are thirteen, a week-end
without a date is considered a failure. The social as-

at eighteen, try to act mature and sophisticated, and
go to college, only because it's in vogue. Originality is a word unknown since everything they do
is part of the action of the mass.
Will they change? I should hope so.

pect of their lives overshadows every other. Small
wonder they don't read! By the time they learn how,

Is it probable? Hardly. At any rate, not before

they're too busy with skating parties, slumber

it's too late.

parties, record parties, sock hops, hayrides, house
parties, movie parties, progressive dinners, formals,

The Hell with it! I've got to get some sleep to-

semi-formals, informals, and last but not least, wed-

night.. .

dings.

a

They have no conception of what the front page

0 • lir

of a newspaper or the inside of a book looks like.

•p

The most involved literature they read is Modern
Screen or T. V. Guide. Reading has become a

00

memory of something they used to do.

fir

Their most likely method of earning money is
"washing the dishes for Mama." The "value of the

Pey,

dollar" means it costs sixty cents to go to a drive-in
and a dollar to go to a theatre. They standardize

Mostt The fq w ot,

'ower

everyone and everything according to estimated

(5)

5lipped

IMMORTALITY GAINED

constitutional

Mopsey Williams

bill foster
cap,
and fur-collared coat,
bundled against
(futile attempt)
age's creeping chill
(and winter's),
he wanders
alone
on my street;

A stranger knocked at the pearly gates,
His face was wrinkled and old,
He begged the keeper of human fates
For admission to the fold.
"What have you done" the keeper asked,
"To gain admission here."
"I was a U. C. student sir
For many and many a year."

pausing hesitantly,
he gives me
a glimpse
of
a seamed face . . .
an old face . . .
terraced
(vainly)
against the slow erosion of years .
packed with
age's knowledge,
the desirable balm
that younger men seek.

The Pearly Gates swing open wide,
and St. Peter tapped a bell.
"Come in Sir, and make yourself at home;
You've served your stretch in hell."

his calm visage
rests on me momentarily,
then sweeps away
in search of less trivial things,
and
with the help of a cane,
the wisdom of years
and the knowledge of experience
shuffles away.

%KT Ropy CMG-
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NEW ENGLAND
'TERRITORY W ITN

CANVAS AND PAINT,
CAPTOkING- THE

f"

NE-PRTS OF MILLIONS!
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die-hards
bill foster
"and from the world came
a cry . . .
"show us not the
reason
of organized thinking . . ."

ILIDDLS
HOUSE

"keep from us the intellectual theories of
modem man
for all their
atheistic
temperament . . ."

FOOD YOU

"shield us from reason,
for reason destroys our
religion. . .
protect us from knowledge,
for
knowledge,
shakes
our faith . . ."

EAST RIDGE
BRAINARD ROAD
AND
ON McCALLIE
Near Campus

"blind us to reality,
and leave us
secure,
unheeding,
in this place of turmoil;
barred safe within antiquity
"safe . . .
safe . . .
sa"
FEATURING FINE CLOTHES

nothing else;
this
was
the
final
cry.

FOR MEN AND WOMEN
*

EIGHT-ELEVEN SHOP
A shop for University Men

*

DAVIDSON'S MEN'S SHOP

*

DAVIDSON'S LADIES SHOP
Sportswear Specials For

mo),0,47) wily do

Young Ladies

5 hoes cost- so koch?
(8/

TASTES VARY

FROM

PERSON To PERSON...

SOME
LI xE
To
oBSERVE.—

So mE LIKE
CULT URE....

nnosT I.I 14. e SpoRTS

SOME EtA5o1141G-WT
LIFE...

SoME. LIKE To cvRI. UP
Lorr hk A G-ooD

WE. ii0PE..

YOU

LAKE.

ROOK
(9)

THE FAMILY PORTRAIT
Or

WHAT DO YOU DO IN YOUR SPARE TIME?

A DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE

As a freshman, you may remember, you were
assigned summarily to some total stranger who

Judy Morton

didn't give a fat happy about you and your future.
From him you learned a degree of self-reliance. It

Now you have become a man. You are a college student, ready to tilt at windmills and conquer
the world. No one owns you. You are the captain
of your fate; you are the master of your soul, to
mutilate a phrase. From now on you make your
own decisions. The course of your life is held in the
palm of your hot little hand. Or is it . . .? What is

was sink or swim as far as your academic future
was concerned. With your U. C. BULLETIN in one
hand, a schedule book in the other, and a pencil
tucked securely behind one ear, you set out to make
up a schedule which conformed to the requirements
and yet managed to please your aesthetic sense. You
trudged for many weary miles, seeking approval

this noise about a core curriculum? And what in the
world is an advisor?
You'd like to know, wouldn't you?
Webster's Dictionary tells us that to advise is
"to recommend (a course of action); to counsel;
warn; to give information or notice to; to apprise,
inform." This is choice, particularly when applied
to the existing conditions. If you have had any contact with your advisor, you know precisely what we
are talking about.

(10)

you had already reserved for two other courses.
Curses! Each year you go through the same old
thing, filling out cards, consulting with chums and
professors alike, taking everything the college demanded, and even managing to squeeze in a few
courses which you really enjoyed taking. But . . .

and signatures before submitting your masterpiece
(slightly smudged) to the Registrar for the harrowing
experience of the final stamp of approval, after
which you filled out at least 16 miles of white cards
joined together and white cards separated, all of
which were supposed to guarantee you admittance
to the classes of your choice. In some cases you
learned to your dismay that the course you especially desired was closed, and you were forced to
take second best, but you withstood this disappointment bravely, for you were used to hard knocks. It's
all right to cry when Santa doesn't bring you your
roller skates, but when you're in College you take
it like a man, grinning and bearing it. At the end of
that first, great year, you breathe a sigh of relief,
secure in the knowledge that you, all by your little
self, managed to make it through two semesters of
courses which you chose without any aid whatsoever from professors.

There once was a co-ed named Irma, who followed all the rules and regulations religiously. She
consulted her advisor at every turn. And each time
she changed her major she was careful to ask for a
professor to advise her who would, she was sure,
understand her problems and would be able from
his vast store of knowledge to steer her around the
Continued to page 12

When you became a sophomore, things were
a little different. The chances are that you had for
an advisor someone who at least recognized your
smiling countenance when you walked by. You felt
that possibly you had a companion and champion—
someone on your side to help you fight any insurmountable obstacles which might be in your path to
the coveted sheepskin. You filled out another of the
interminable cards and took it to your advisor, only
to discover that you missed a vital freshman course
and will have to build your entire schedule around
it as it is offered only at 9:00 MWF—the time that

F
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IF SEMESTER EXAMS COME, CAN SPRING VACATION BE FAR BEHIND?

Continued 1rom page 1I

I KNow I'VE HAD ONLY ONE MONTH
OF POLITICAL SCIENCE, BUT AS I SALE,
I WANT To BE A DEMOCRAT ,

required

the advisors and the registrar's office. This is really

courses. Sometimes she felt a twinge of worry when

pathetic, when you come to think about it. What

her advisor handed her a pre-authorized schedule

good does it do to have an advisor if, even when

card and told her, "You're in fine shape; just take

you try to consult him and really endeavor to pick

what you want to." But she figured that he knew

the conforming courses so that you will graduate

what he was doing so she flitted gaily from Ad-

with a well-rounded education, you discover that the

vanced Paleontology 1004 to East African Ceramics

Registrar and the Advisor have two different ideas

100 and back again. Irma had an unshakable faith

about what must be, and the Registrar has the final

various Scyllas and Charybdisses of

in the omniscience of the salaried workers of the

say so? She holds your fate in the balance. Locked

school. Then, as Irma was preparing to register for

securely in her ivory tower, she has absolute con-

the last semester of her senior year, she made a

trol over your immediate future.

startling and somewhat disconcerting discovery.
She lacked one-third of an hour in a required course

There is no resolution to the quandary. What

which was only offered every third year (unless it

can we, mere students, do to halt the apparent feud

happened to end in a zero), or in summer school.

between academics and administration? Ours is not

She wept, wailed, and gnashed her teeth. She con-

to question why, ours is but to do—and hope de-

sulted with everyone from the Dean to the President.

voutly that we will graduate in due course of time.

She petitioned until she was blue in the face. All to
no avail. They wouldn't let her graduate with her
class. She would have to suffer the ignominy of
going to summer school with Those People Who
Can't Pass Regular Courses. Instead of the glory of
a June graduation, she had to content herself with
an August commencement. The ultimate horror of
it all. The shame!
All of which goes to prove several things.
First of all, your advisor either doesn't know
what's going on, or he doesn't care. Many semesters
in this institution would incline one to take the latter
position. Secondly, there is no co-ordination between

(12)

get thee behind me, cupid
bill foster
love is a funny thing.. .
it's like death
when you're in combat. .
you see it all around,
but you say
"that just can't happen to me,
not to old number one,
not this child.. ."

ALL RICTIAT WNINT"
THE HELL'S So
Funw•f ?

but,
like death
and everything else bad,
you run into love soonen
or later
(damn it),
and you're generally stuck with it;
long after you've
been presented with
that ever-popular award
known as
the shaft,
it leaves a bad taste,
like a hangover.. .
a hangover.. .
i guess,
when you come right down to it,
after the sentamentalists
and the idealists
finish painting the
whole thing rosy,
the hangover comes.. .
sure,
granted it was great,
but was it worth the hangover?
what do you do
for a busted-love hangover?
make an icebag of memories to put on it?
i don't know much about love,
but i know about hangovers.. .
and i think I'd prefer
the
hangover. .

SNAP

SLAP!
J. Phillips

"HOW ABOUT NOW BROWN COW?"

(13)
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For Spring and Summer Too
This Seersucker Dress
IV

II

Is Right For You
M hostx, why Ma -rite y

In Blue, Green, and Pink

C

PRICED AT $17.98

Exclusively at
VILLAGE CASUALS. INC.
Lookout Mountain, Term.
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UC's Campus Headquarters is Sears

ot

ET NEWEST

D HSIGNS COLORS
tropical sportcoats for
every taste

Three's never a crowd when it's you, your favorite solid-color slacks and
one of these swagger-smart sportcoats. Pick cool-as-crushed-ice rayon
and acetate or all cotton fabrics in jaunty patterns. New misty plaids,
glen plaids, checks or textured weaves in grays, tans, browns, burnished
tones. Regulars, longs, shorts.
Street Floor

shop Mon. and Fri. 'til 9 P.M.
men's

SEARS
ROEBUCK AND CO

ALL COTTON
JACKET
IVY STYLE BEDFORD

$ 3.9 8

CORD SLACKS

$4.98

Easy care casual jacket.
Wash and wear. Machine
washable. Wrinkle-resist-

Rugged and handsome for school or

ant. Four different colors.

casual wear. Durable carded cotton

S-XL.

in 4 shades. Men's 28-40.
Street Floor

Street Floor

At Sears
you just say . . . . "Charge it"

"Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back"

SEARS

Market, Broad at Sixth
Shop Daily 9:30 to 5:30
Friday and Monday 'til 9

